Hearing theory music to MP3 generation
ears
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bottle of water. According to Dr Bell, it is the
increased pressure that softens the impact of loud
noises on the delicate cells that process sound.
The fresh insight delivered in Dr Bell's paper may
help us to understand why some people have
'tough' ears that seem impervious to noise-induced
hearing loss while others are very susceptible.
"If we can find a way to make the middle ear
muscles 'pump' more effectively, like they seem to
do in tough ears, we could provide better protection
against noise," Dr Bell said.

The revival of a 150-year-old theory on how the
human ear protects itself from damage caused by
loud sounds could lead to better noise protection
says a researcher from The Australian National
University.
In a paper published in the Journal of Hearing
Science, Dr Andrew Bell of the Research School of
Biology at ANU urges reconsideration of the longdiscarded 'pressure theory' that explains
inconsistencies that have long puzzled hearing
researchers.
"Hearing loss used to be called 'blacksmith's
disease'. In the modern age, it might come to be
called MP3 disease," Dr Bell said.

The pressure theory was first put forward more
than 150 years ago and has since been dismissed.
But with the risk of hearing damage associated with
the now ubiquitous MP3 player, Dr Bell believes the
theory is due for revival.
"Current theory contradicts data from hearing
studies," Dr Bell said, "Pressure theory can help
explain these inconsistencies.
"All the evidence over the last century can be fitted
neatly into pressure theory once you see that the
sensing cells in the inner ear are tiny pressure
gauges that react instantly to pressure changes."
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"The pressure theory has the potential to lead to
better measures to protect people from damagingly
loud sound levels."
The middle ear consists of three tiny bones and
two miniature muscles which tense up to protect
the ear from loud sounds.
Dr Bell said that these bones and muscles work
together as a tiny pump, raising the pressure of the
fluid in the inner ear - like pushing a cork into a
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